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- mothers' boy friends' homes, picks up their respective mothers, and drives all 
four home.Hmnnn (continued) 2.34-36 Puts car away Enters, goes upstairs, goes downstairs (he's in wrong 
house), tries it all again Loving wife, worried about him, is lying awake She 
says "I'm sorry dear. I forgot to ask you what kind of a day you had." He re 
plies, pulling the covers well up: "Oh. quite good. I got more done than usual 
Good night ' Shudders at cold clammy grip on his ankle, reaches down and 
pulls out student who has been hiding there hoping for a few moments' chat 
Flushes student down toilet, and says good night again.

2.37-5.43 Dreams dreams of the academic life.

7.00-8.00 Opens front door, to find five children and wife huddled waiting for him. 
with shouts of "Here's Pop!" "Where've you been?" "Want to Indian wrestle?" 
"Look at how much of my popsicle is left?" "Did you remember . . . ?” "What 
did you say just before you said . . .?" "Wanna see my muscles?" "Pick me. 
me. me, me. up!" He has a little pick-me-up, most of which gets splashed down 
his rumpled Swamps Bros, shirt by quick-flitting hand, elbows, and teeth. Re
minds wife that they are going out for dinner to friends, and asks if it isn't time 
they started to get the kids to bed, and to get themselves ready Wife says it is, 
but she has been just so busy that she hasn't yet been able to get the children's 
dinner. Husband volunteers to get it while wife unwinds. He does. She does. 
The kids, they laugh Baby sitter arrives, husband tells wife that he's hired 
baby-sitter. Wife tells husband that she's hired baby-sitter, just as second 
baby sitter arrives Second baby-sitter is girlfriend of repairman who is fixing 
first baby -sitter's mother's boy -friend's typewrtiter. so they both decide to stay

4:00-15 Walks across campus to meeting of the Committee on Realignment On 
the way he throws a co-ed to the squirrels, who receive her joyfully, lint and all 
Finds the meeting has been cancelled, the Chairman had tried to inform him. 
but couldn't get through, as the phone was off the hook. Walks back to college 
with a colleague who had gone to the wrong meeting by mistake. Asks col 
league's advice about buying light bulbs, colleague takes copy of The Medium 
to the Messiah out of pocket, slips off the dustjacket to reveal a copy of Con
sumer's Guides and says that the question is too complicated for a simple an
swer

4:16 Climbs in window to avoid riot of students outside door.
8.00-44 Husband races down with children to spend a happy family half hour to 

gether watching Batman. Phone rings and wife is in the middle of unwinding, 
so husband answers it Colleague who is going to same dinner party is on the 
phone asking if they could have a little chat later about the new curriculum 
proposals that he hears are about to go before the new Committee on Inter-fi 
liation of Committee Infrastructures. Puts down phone Three children tell him 
what he has missed, while other two roar that there's so much noise that they 
can't hear what they're missing Two minutes later husband laughs. Laughter is 
interrupted by ringing of the phone, this time it's colleague's wife, saying that if 
he talks her husband about the proposed curriculum changes tonight, she'll 
personally alter his curriculum He shouts up to his wife that the call's for her 
She finishes call, all wound up again, Batman finishes, with the children all 
wound up again, he calls hosts to apologize for being half an hour later 
(explaining that his mother's boy friend's typewriter, etc ), and saying that 
they'll be along in another half hour, but not to hold the food for them Wife 
appears asking just when he's going to be ready. He asks if he can go as he is 
Wife says, gently. "No." He asks if he has time to change Wife says, gently. 
"No." He goes as he is.

8.45-9.04 They drive to colleague's home As they drive, wife tells husband 
about the phone calls during the day There were 10 from students asking 
when he'd be coming out of his office There were three offering great deals in 
gas mixers, washing machines, furnaces, light bulbs, and candles. He confesses 
that he had time today only to get the electric candles She forgives him. They 
arrive at host's house, where no one else has yet appeared, all the other male 
guests being at a committee meeting to discuss rotation of speeches at under 
graduate functions.

4:17-5:37 Sits down with eagerness (a student aide) to answer pile of mail, which 
has grown again during the afternoon. Begins by writing letter of recommenda 
tion for graduate student who has in fact already accepted a job as organizer 
for the new Union, SWALOFF (Students Who Are Lined up Outside Offices) 
Writes a note to the publishers of Consumer's Report on Consumer Guides, 
asking for a subscription Writes letter to editor of the Canadian Intelligentsia, 
saying he hopes his review will soon be in the mail, and asking what book he is 
meant to review Writes cheque to College, paying for 10 meals of plastic tur 
key and one of rubber chicken Feeling somewhat better, he opens door and 
shouts that he can now see three students. The three at the top of the heap 
jump in, are seated quietly in the two chairs in the office and then begin to dis 
cuss the possibility of forming a club to debate the problems of staff-student 
relations Professor reminds them politely that there are two such clubs in ex 
istence, who have been trying for three years to get a staff member who can 
spare the time to debate the subject Suggests that they might put the problem 
to the Committee on Clubs They politely remind him that they have been trying 
for three years to get the matter on the agenda of that Committee He suggests 
that students waste too much of the staff's time trying to talk to the staff They 
make a quite improper suggestion and leave Their anger so excites the stu 
dents outside that the professor is able to close the door before any more can 
get in He sits down again and starts to write a letter to the telephone company 
complaining that he hasn't had a call all afternoon, and then remembers that 
he's left the receiver off He replaces it, and the phone immediately rings It's 
the telephone company apologizing for the interruption in service. He settles 
down to think about his own work, i.e . a philosophic article on the theory that 
time expands to fill the work available for it He gets an idea, and starts to 
write "The concatenation of circumstances but is interrupted by the
phone ringing. He reaches for it. changes his mind, and picking up his briefcase, 
climbs out the window

5:38-48 Walks to car, kicking any squirrels and co eds within reach

5:49-6:49 Drives home, pursued by nagging fear that he has forgotten something 
Finally remembers that there's a danger of a power shortage, and stops to buy 
two candles. Slightly damages front bumper on young man who looks as 
though he might be a student. Still pursued, this time by a nagging noise

6:50-51 Reaches home, and opens trunk to remove nagging noise, which is being 
made by student who had hidden there in hope of having a word with him 
Agrees to answer question if student will baby sit for the evening Student 
agrees Professor asks, as he hails a nearby notary public to witness the deal, 
what her problem is. Her problem is that she is poor, her mother is spending all 
her money trying to get her boy friend's typewriter fixed, her own boy-friend is 
working the swing shift in Montreal, and consequently she has to baby sit all 
the time Could she. therefore, have a three week extension of the essay due 
three months ago ? Professor agrees, knowing from her story that she's mistak 
en him for someone else, and isn't even in his class. Tells her to come back at 
eight for baby -sitting duties, and not to bring her mother, her mother's boy 
friend, her mother's boy friend's typewriter, or any shifty swingers from Mon
treal

9.31 -10.30 Dinner, during which there is a wide variety of opinions expressed on a 
new perspective: student staff relations as they affect wife-husband relations 
A good deal of acid wit is displayed, and some hysteria.

10.31-1.32 Over coffee,liqueur,and the dead bodies of their wives, the academics 
strive manfully to reassess the committee structures and infra-structures to 
resolve the crisis situation in faculty-administration relations, which has a clear 
non-relation with yet another crisis situation (this is a new one) among faculty 
administration board,students. Our hero makes only one major contribution, 
which begins: "The concatenation of . . . " Six of seven baby-sitters phone to 
ask when the crummy party is going to end so they can go dragging with their 
typewriter-repairing boy friends. The party gradually cracks up Our professor 
apologizes to colleague for not taking the opportunity to talk about proposed 
curriculum alterations, but says that they must get together over lunch about it 
tomorrow. Agreed

1.33-52 Wife drives home, asking why it is that wives drive home, and suggesting 
that, if their evenings out are to be so stimulating, they spend more of them at 
home Husband says very little

1.53 Arrive home

1 -54-2.31 Husband, slightly more vocal, drives two baby-sitters to their respective
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